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Lecture 7:Working with Arrays

A.

Arrays and Indexing

Arrays are an ordered set of collections based on a
unique index number. The first element in the array
has an index of “0”, the next 1, the next 2 and so on. One of the common uses of an array is to run a
script against a list of servers or workstations or modify path statements. PowerShell returns array
information to the console when more than one piece of information is returned. For example:
Testing if Object is an Array
Type: $TCPSettings = ipconfig
It looks just like the results from the CMD.EXE interpreter, except that the CMD interpreter only
returned text strings, but in PowerShell the information is returned as an array object. How can we
know it is an array? There are two ways.
Type: $TCPSettings –is [array]
Type: $TCPSettings.count

Figure 1: Using the Array -is Parameter or Count Property to Discover Arrays

All arrays will return true when you use the “-is” parameter. You can also use the count property. If the
information returned is an array, then using the count property will result in a number of elements in
the array. These are good methods to use to discover if information returned is in fact an array or a text
string. Information returned as an array has a major advantage. We can use array indexing to access
elements of the array. For example, what is the IPv4 address?
Type:$TCPSettings[13]
Type: $TCPSettings | Where-Object { $_ -match ‘IPv4 Address*’}
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Figure 2: Accessing Arrays by Index Number or Filtering with Where-Object

We can pinpoint any element of an array using “[]” and separating each element by a comma. Or we
can pipe the $TCPSettings to the Where-Object and filter the result based on the word addresses to find
all addresses in the collection.
1.

Creating Arrays

We can create arrays in a number of ways. Arrays are so common in PowerShell that a string of
numbers or letters separated by comma will be interpreted as an array.
Type: $num = 1,2,3,4,5
Type: $num.count
Type: $num

Figure 3: Creating a Simple Array

As you can see this number set is an array because the count property returns the value of 5, the
number of elements in the array. Typing the array name, outputs each element on a new line. We can
also use an array shortcut to display the elements of the array.
Type: $num = 1..10
Type: $num

Figure 4: Array Short-Hand to Denote a Series

To access the first element in an array the index is “0”, to access the second element of the array the
index is “1”, to access the last element the index is “-1”. The second to the last element is “-2”, and so
on.
Type: $num[0]
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Type: $num[-1]

Figure 5: Access the Last Array Element with -1 Index

2.

Adding \Removing Array Elements

To add an array elements to the same or another array, you use the” +=” operator. Notice the new
elements are added to the end of the array. Using array notation is not possible to add an element in
the first possible or the fifth position of the array.

Figure 6: Adding an Array Element

If adding an element to an
array is done with the “+=”
operator, you would assume
that “-=” would remove an
array element. However, this
is not the case. Removing
array elements is done using
the comparison operators
-eq, -ne, -le, -like, -notlike
and –match. For example, to
remove the element 5 from
$array, you would type:
$array –ne 5.
It is important to note that
using array notation is not
Figure 7: Removing Array Elements
efficient in the use of memory
and system resources. We are not merely deleting 1 element from an array of 10, we are deleting the
entire array and recreating a new one less the element “5”. You can see that this method would be very
inefficient if our array had 10,000 elements in it. Notice also, that the command $array –ne 5 deletes
the element in the console output. But if $array is typed again, you can see that the element 5 is still
there. This is because changes to an array are only done in memory, unless you save the change to a
new variable. For example, in Figure 7 we saved the changed array to $newAR and the change is now
permanent. Array notation is satisfactory for small arrays when you want a “quick and dirty” solution,
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but for large arrays you need to work with an ArrayList which is a .NET class; the latter handles arrays
more efficiently and provides more functionality to add, remove and modify elements.
3.

Reversing Arrays

There are several ways to reverse the elements of an array. Reversing an array is a very common
administrative task. For example, log files which need to be read daily are sequential documents,
meaning the latest reports are at the end of the file. Instead of reading through the entire file to get to
the 4 or 5 lines of information at the end, it makes more sense to reverse the file, and read only the 4 or
5 top lines.
a.

Reverse Array –Standard Notation

The first method to reverse an array uses standard array notation. To reverse an array we use the count
property ( you can also use the Length property) combined with array indexing and create an
expression. For example:

$LogFileReversed = $LogFile[($LogFile.count -1)..0]
3. Save result in new
variable $LogFileReversed

1. Go to the last
element of $LogFile

2. Count backwards to the
first element of $LogFile

Note: you can also use the length property instead of the count property
This expression tells PowerShell to go to the last element of the array $LogFile and count backwards to
the first element and save the result in a new variable $LogFileReversed. To illustrate, Figure 8 is a short
excerpt of a system process
log file. Assume that it is
500 lines long, instead of 5.
Reversing the array places
the last processes at the
top. You can also reverse
and array by piping the
array to sort-object using
the –descending parameter.

Practical Scenario

Figure 8: Reversing Array using Array Notation

Working with path
statements is an administrators stock and trade. It is frequently required to split paths and rejoin them.
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Working with arrays makes the job easier. For example, suppose we had a path like the following:
c:\users\<loginName>\documents\win213\wk6\Lab6_Webpage.html. And, we wanted to create a new
path combining the drive “c:” with the file name “Lab6_Webpage.html” to create a new path
c:\Lab6_Webpage.html. How can we do this?
Type: $Path = “c:\users\<loginname>\documents\win213\wk6\Lab6_Webpage.html”
Type: $array = $Path.Split(“\”)

Figure 9: Splitting Paths Using the Split Method

With each element separated on a new line it is easy to create a new path.
Type: $file = $array[-1]
Type: $Drive = $array[0]
Type: Join-Path –path $Drive –childpath $file

Figure 10: Creating a New Path with Join-Path

b.

Reversing Array – Static Method

.NET array object has a static (static means built-in) method called reverse. From PowerShell we can tap
into the .NET method by using a double colon.
Type: $a = 1..5
Type: [array]::Reverse($a)
The third method is to use the reverse method
of an ArrayList object, which will be discussed
later.
Figure 11: Reverse Array Static Method

B.

Polymorphic Empty and One Element Arrays
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Array elements do not need to be of the same type. For example, you can have polymorphic arrays
containing different data types. The example below contains two integers, a string and a date object.

Figure 12: Creating a PolyMorphic Array

To create one element array you begin the array with a comma, because PowerShell would assume that
the number “9” refers to an integer, not an array. The preceding comma tells PowerShell you want an
array.
Type: $array = , 9
Type:$array.count
Avoid using this syntax, get in the habit of declaring
an array as below.
Type: $array = @(9)
Type: $array.count

Figure 13: One element Array and Empty Array

You can also create an empty array. We use this
syntax in scripting, to store script input or output,
@() when we don’t know how many elements
will be in the array or you wish to create an array
by adding elements to it later.
Adding one array to another is the same as adding
an element. Here we create an $array1 consisting
of 2 strings faculty and students and combine it
with $array.
Figure 14: Adding one Array to Another

1.

.NET ArrayList Class

The methods identified above for working with arrays are good for occasional array manipulations.
Using these techniques to add or remove array elements is a slow and expensive process. The ArrayList
class is a specialized array designed for large arrays. It uses memory very efficiently and provides more
flexibility when working with arrays. To work with an ArrayList, we first create an ArrayList object.
Type: $superArray = New-Object System.Collections.ArrayList
Type: $superArray.Add(“Seneca College”)
Type: $superArray.AddRange((“Humber College”, “Centennial College”))
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Figure 15: Creating an ArrayList Class Object

The Add method is
used to add single
elements to the
array, and the
AddRange method
allows multiple
entries. For
example, suppose we
had an array of
Figure 16: ArrayList Duplicates Allowed
consisting of 3 college
names, Seneca College, Humber College and Sheridan College and we wanted to create an ArrayList.
Type: $array = “Seneca College”, “Humber College”, ”Sheridan College”
Type: $superarray.AddRange(($array))
Notice the output. We have
the new array added to the
previous elements. Humber
College is repeated twice.
Another advantage of arrays is
that you can have duplicate
elements. When we work with
a special type of array called a Figure 17: ArrayList inserting and deleting at index position
hash table or dictionary,
duplicates are
not allowed.

Type: $superarray.RemoveAt(3) –removes the item at a specific position ( you can also use the Remove
method to remove the element by name)
Type:$superarray.Insert(1,”George Brown College”)
The ArrayList gives the ability to insert and remove elements at specific indices. Simple arrays do not
allow this because of the way they are stored in memory. Here we removed Humber in the 4th position
and added George Brown as the 2nd position.
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To sort an ArrayList we use the sort
method.
Type: $superarray.Sort()
Type: $supperarray
Type: $supperarray.Reverse()
Type: $superarray

The ArrayList Class has methods which
make sorting and reversing array
Figure 18: ArrayList Sorting and Reversing Methods
elements easier and more efficient (to see
all of the methods and properties pipe the ArrayList object to Get-Member).

C.

Hash Tables Dictionaries and Associative Arrays

A hash table, also known as a dictionary or associative array, is a compact data structure that stores one
or more key/value pairs as a Systems.Collections.Hashtable object. For example, a hash table might
contain a series of IP addresses and computer names, where the IP addresses are the keys and the
computer names are the values, or vice versa. Hash tables are frequently used in programming because
they are very efficient for finding and retrieving data. Almost all of the information you get from the
Internet is stored in hash tables. You can use hash tables to store lists and to create calculated
properties in Windows PowerShell. There is even a cmdlet, ConvertFrom-StringData, that converts
strings to a hash table. Hash tables are values stored in key\value pairs so duplicates are not allowed
because each key must be unique.
To Create a Hash Table use the @{ }. Notice arrays use parentheses and hash table uses braces. Enter
one or more key/value pairs for the content of the hash table separated by an “=” sign and use a “;” to
separate each key/pair in the set. If a key\pair contains spaces it must be enclosed in quotation marks
and strings must be enclosed in double quotes even if they do not have spaces.
Type: $hash1 = @{“PC1” = “192.168.1.101”; “PC2” = “192.168.1.200”; “PC3” = “102.168.1.254”}

Figure 19: Creating a Hash Table
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To access the elements of the hash table we use dot notation.
Type: $hash1.keys – shows the left side
Type $hash1.values – shows the right side

Figure 20: Listing Keys and Values of a Hash Table

Hash tables have a Count property like arrays and each key name is also a property of the hash table,
and is used to reference the value stored with that key. For example, to reference the IP address of PC2:
Type: $hash1.PC2

Figure 21: Accessing Individual Elements of a Hash Table

Checking if a hash table contains a key is so common that the PowerShell has a special method called
contains
Type: $hash1.contains(“PC2”)
Type: $hash1.contains(“PC7”)

Figure 22: Using the Contains Property

Arrays have similar operators called contains and notcontains. The syntax is
$array1 –contains “3.0” or $array1 –notcontains “George Brown” These operators give a
Boolean True or False value.

1.

Ordered Hash Table
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Notice that the order listed by PowerShell does not match the order in which we entered the key-pairs.
The items in a hash table are intrinsically unordered. The key/value pairs might appear in a different
order each time that you display them. Beginning with PowerShell 3.0 there is a new attribute [ordered]
that will list the elements of a hash table in the order they were entered.
To create an ordered dictionary, place the ordered attribute, [ordered], before the “@” symbol.
$hash = [ordered]@{ Number = 1;
Shape = "Square"; Color = "Blue"}
You cannot use the [ordered]
attribute to convert or cast a hash
table. If you place the ordered
attribute before the variable name,
the command fails.

Figure 21: Ordered Hash Table and Misplaced Ordered Attribute

To correct the expression, move the
[ordered] attribute before the “@” symbol. See Figure 22.
There are times, however, we may wish to order the hash table alphabetically or sequentially. To do this
we will use the GetEnumerator method of hash tables to enumerate the keys and values, and then pipe
the result to Sortt-Object cmdlet to sort the enumerated values for display. You can sort by the key or
value elements using the property parameter.
Type: $hash1.GetEnumerator()| Sort-Object –property key

Figure 22: Sorting a Hash Table

2.

Adding\Removing\Modifying Key\Values

To add key\value pairs to a hash table, you can use
standard notation or the Add method. Standard
notation uses the syntax: $hash["<key>"] =
"<value>". For example, to add PC6 with value of
192.168.1.220
Type: $hash1[“PC6”] = “192.168.1.220”
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Type: $hash1.Add(“PC7”, “192.168.1.231”) – 2 parameters key and value
To remove a hash key-value you use the Remove method. Removing the key or the value removes the
entire entry. Let’s remove PC1
Type: $hash1.Remove(“PC1”)
To modify a hash table, we you can use a method
or standard notation

Figure 23: Adding Key\Value Pairs -Standard Notation and Add
Method

Type: $hash1[“PC2”] = “192.168.1.220”

Type: $hash1.Set_Item(“PC6”,”192.168.1.200”)
3.

Figure 24; Modifying Key\Value Pairs

Nested Hash Tables

Nested hash tables are used exsentively on the Internet because they are an excellent method to
organize strings of information and are much easier to use than multi-dimensional arrrays. A nested
hash table is when the value is another hash table. For example suppose you want to organize client
information. Type:
$Clients = @{}
$clients.Name = 'Thomas Brown'
$clients.Id = 10
$clients.Address = @{}
$clients.Address.Street = '87 Running Meade
Lane'
$clients.Address.City = 'Toronto'
$clients.Address.PostalCode = ‘M6J 3M6’
$clients.Phone =@{}
$clients.Phone.Home = ‘416-491-5477’
$clients.Phone.Cellular = ‘289-655-3400’

Figure 25: Nested Hash Tables

Notice the value column shows that phone and address keys have hash tables associated with them.
Using dot notation we can access all information in the hash tables.
4.

Creating Objects from Hash Tables

One area where hash tables are used is when you want to return text results into real objects. For
example, suppose we had to regularly provide management with a Summary Log File combining the
output of 3 WMI commands. How do we do that? First we create a hash table and then convert it into
an object.
Type:$info = @{}
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Type: $info.BIOSVersion = Get-WMIObject Win32_Bios | Select-Object -ExpandProperty Version
Type: $info.Model = Get-WMIObject Win32_DiskDrive | Select-Object -ExpandProperty Model
Type: $info.Description = Get-WMIObject Win32_Product | Select-Object -ExpandProperty Description
Type: New-Object PSObject -property $info

Figure 26: Converting Hash Tables into an Object

By creating an object that represents the Summary information we can use that one line of code to
access the object and all of the information.

Figure 27: Using the Object of Hash Tables

You can see that the new object is a hash table of the summary information.

D.

Copying Arrays and Hash Tables

Care must be taken when copying arrays and hash tables because arrays and hash tables are not stored
directly in variables, which always store only a single value. When you work with arrays and hash tables,
you are dealing with a reference to the array or hash table. So, if you copy the contents of a variable to
another, only the reference will be copied, not the array or the hash table. That could result in the
following unexpected behavior. For example
Type: $array1 = 1,2,3
Type: $array2 = $array1
Type: $array2[0] = 99
Type: $array1[0]

Figure 28: Showing the Problem of Referencing Arrays
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We created two arrays and made then equal, then we modified index 0 of array 2, but we also
inadvertently changed the contents of array1 because they are both identical and internally the
variables $array1 and $array2 reference the same storage area. Therefore, we have to create a copy if
you want to copy arrays or hash tables. To do this, use the clone method.
Type: $array1 = 1,2,3
Type:$array2 = $array1.Clone()
Type: $array2[0] = 99
Type: $array2,$array1

Figure 29: Using the Clone Method to Create a Copy of an Array

We can see that the contents of $array1 have not been changed.

We’ve Learned
1. Arrays are organized lists of things. Most of the PowerShell commands return arrays. To
discover whether the returned information is an array or not use the –is parameter or count
property.
2. Arrays can be created by using the array operator @() or simply by entering elements separated
by commas. Individual elements of an array can be accessed using the index number which
starts at 0. Using standard tools to modify and manipulate arrays can have awkward syntax and
is inefficient in its use of memory. An ArrayList is recommended when extensive array work is
required.
3. Hash Tables are associative arrays, sometimes called dictionaries, with the elements held in
“key=value” pairs. Unlike arrays, hash tables do not allow duplicate entries. The syntax for a
hash table is similar to an array except that the hash table uses braces “@{} and each element is
separated by a semi-colon. Hash Tables are often used in administration to hold network
information, such as computer name and IP address. Hash Tables can contain arrays and be
converted into objects for quite reference.
4. Care must be taken when copying arrays and hash tables because the elements are not actually
stored in a variable, but are referenced by internal memory. Also, make a copy of an array using
the clone method to create an identical array which will use a separate memory area.
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